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Résumé. Cet article présente les concepts de base d’une théorie systémique

de l’interaction entre des dynamiques ouvertes non déterministes à tempo-

ralités variées. Elle comporte trois niveaux : la définition de ces dynamiques

en tant que lax-foncteurs, la notion d’interaction — qui fait appel à des

notions de requêtes, de synchronisations et de modes sociaux — et enfin

l’engendrement de dynamiques globales ouvertes. L’aspect connectif des in-

teractions est abordé, mais les autres aspects connectifs sont renvoyés à des

travaux ultérieurs.

Abstract. This paper presents the basic concepts of a systemic theory of

interaction between non-deterministic open dynamics with varying tempo-

ralities, which includes three stages: the definition of these dynamics as lax-

functors, the notion of interaction — which uses some notions of requests,

synchronizations and social modes (privacy) — and finally the generation of

open global dynamics. Some connectivity structures of an interaction are de-

fined, but the other aspects of dynamical connectivity are left to further work.

Keywords. Open Dynamics. Systemic. Interactivity. Lax functors. Cate-

gories. Complex Systems. Connectivity.
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Introduction

This article presents in English the fundamental concepts of our theory of

interactivity between some open dynamics defined as kind of lax-functors

to some 2-categories of sets with families of non-deterministic transitions

as 1-cells. The origin of this work is linked to our research on connectiv-

ity structures [6], since connectivity has proven to be essentially dynamic in

nature. In 2009, we began to study from a connectivity point of view some

dynamics that were not necessarily deterministic, with durations taken in an

arbitrary monoid. During a lecture in 2010 on these issues, an oral remark

by Mme Andrée Ehresmann suggested that any small categories should be

taken as duration systems. On this occasion, she mentioned her 1965 paper

[1], where under the name of guidable systems she considers kinds of de-

terministic influenceable dynamical systems based on temporalities defined

by small topological categories. At the end of the first section of the present

paper, we precise some relations between this notion of “guidable systems”

due to Mme Ehresmann and the one we developed on our side after the ques-

tion of the interaction between our own non-deterministic dynamics based on

various temporalities arose. In the course of our research on interactivity, we

thus first considered open dynamics as defined by some functors said to be

disjunctive and we sought to construct the global dynamics generated by the

interaction of families of such open dynamics. The problem was to recog-

nize that functors were insufficient because of a kind of instability: global

dynamics were not always functors. We then had to extend our definitions

to what we first called sub-functors ([11, 10, 13]), before Mathieu Anel and

then Mme Ehresmann invited us to reformulate our definitions in terms of

lax-functors [14]. Thanks to the lax-functorial stability theorem, presented

at the beginning of the section 3, “Global Dynamics”, we obtain a systemic

theory where the dynamics generated by interactive families can in turn in-

teract.

After this introduction and details on our notations and the 2-categories

used in the paper, there are three sections:

• in the first section, we define what we call open dynamics thanks to

notions of multi-dynamics, mono-dynamics, clocks, and morphisms

between them. We also define some parametric quotients that are used

in the third section. We then give a number of examples and, finally,
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we briefly describe some of the relations between our dynamics and

Mme Ehresmann’s guidable systems,

• in the second section we define precisely what we mean by an interac-

tion. This is the only part of the article where we discuss connectivity

structures, leaving the other connectivity aspects of dynamical inter-

activity to further work,

• finally, in the third section, the lax-functional stability theorem makes

it possible to associate a number of global dynamics with a given in-

teractive family, and we conclude the paper with two examples.

Notations and 2-categories at stake

Functions

The canonical inclusion ∅ ↪R, that is the only real function defined on the

empty set ∅, is denoted by ∅. The restriction of a function f on a subset

D ⊆ R is denoted f∣D. For any integer k ∈ N, we set Ck = ⋃D∈IR Ck(D),
where IR is the set of open real intervals and, for each interval D, Ck(D) is

the set of real functions of class Ck defined on it1. The set C0 of all continuous

real functions defined on open real intervals is also denoted by C. Note thatCk(∅) = {∅} ≠ ∅. For each interval D ⊆ R, the set of metric maps D → R,

that is the set of real Lipschitz maps with Lipschitz constant 1, is denoted

Lip1(D).
Categories

As usual in our papers, for any category D, we denote by 9D the class of

its objects, and
Ð→
D the class of its arrows. For every arrow h, we denote by

dom(h) its source object (or domain) and by cod(h) its target object (or

codomain). 1 = (●) is the terminal category, which has only one arrow Id●

that is also denoted by
Ð→
0 . The category of sets is denoted by Sets. The

discrete 2-category associated with any category D is again denoted as D.

1IfD is a singleton, we consider Ck(D) as the set of constant functions, i.e. Ck(D) ≃R.
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Transitions

For any sets U and V , we define a transition from U to V as a map U →P(V ) or, equivalently, as a binary relationU → V . We often writeϕ ∶ U ↝ V

to indicate that ϕ is such a transition with U = dom(ϕ) and V = cod(ϕ). The

domain of definition of ϕ is defined by Defϕ ∶= {u ∈ U,ϕ(u) ≠ ∅}. Denoted

by ψ⊙ϕ, the composition of transitionsϕ ∶ U ↝ V and ψ ∶ V ↝W is defined

for all u ∈ U by ψ⊙ϕ(u) = ⋃v∈ϕ(u)ψ(v) ⊆W . A transition f ∶ U ↝ V is said

to be hyper-deterministic2 if card(f(u)) ≤ 1 for all u ∈ U . In this case, it is

often considered as a partial function, and we denote it by writing f ∶ U ⇢ V .

In particular, if card(f(u)) = 1 for all u ∈ U , it is said to be deterministic

and it is considered and denoted as a total function f ∶ U → V .

The 2-categories Tran and ParF

We denote by Tran the 2-category that has sets as objects, transitions as

arrows with the composition defined above, and such that for each couple

of sets (U,V ) the category Tran(U,V ) is given by ordering the set of tran-

sitions U ↝ V by the constraint order defined for all ϕ,ψ ∈ Tran(U,V )
by

ϕ ≤ ψ⇔ ϕ ⊇ ψ
where ϕ ⊇ ψ means that for all u ∈ U , ϕ(u) ⊇ ψ(u). If ϕ ≤ ψ, we say that

ψ is more constraining than ϕ, or that ϕ is laxer than ψ. Thus, there exists a

2-cell ϕ⇒ ψ if and only if ψ is more constraining than ϕ.

We’ll denote by ParF the sub-2-category of Tran obtained by keeping

all sets as objects and, as 1-cells, only the hyper-deterministic transitions

between them, that is partial functions. Thus we have these inclusions of

2-categories:

Sets ⊆ ParF ⊆ Tran.
Given any small category D, we write α ∶D⇁ Tran to indicate that α is

a lax-functor from the discrete 2-category D to Tran. Instead of α(S) α(d)↝
α(T ), the image of a D-arrow S

d
→ T by α is denoted by Sα

dα

↝ T α .

2In our previous texts, these transitions were called “quasi-deterministic”, but the ex-

pression “hyper-deterministic” is more coherent with the constraint order defined below.
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Remark 0.1. Of course, as a category, Tran coincides with Rel, the cate-

gory of sets with binary relations as arrows, but we prefer to emphasize the

transition point of view with this notation. In [7], [8], [10] and [13], it was

denoted P (for “possible”).

Remark 0.2. Given α and β two lax-functors from D to Tran, we have

to distinguish between the set — denoted natD(α,β) or nat(α,β) — of all

families of transitions (Sα δS
↝ Sβ)S∈ 9D

such that

∀(S d
→ T ) ∈Ð→D, δT ⊙ dα ⊆ dβ ⊙ δS,

and the set Nat(α,β) of lax-natural transformations from α to β. Indeed,

such a lax-natural transformation — denoted by δ ∶ α↬ β — is defined not

only by the data of the associated family (δS)S∈ 9D
∈ nat(α,β), but also by

its domain α, and its codomain β. To underline this nuance, we sometimes

write

Nat(α,β) = {(α, δ, β), δ ∈ nat(α,β)}.
For example, note that, if α1, β1, α2 and β2 are some lax-functors D⇁ Tran

such that (α1, β1) ≠ (α2, β2) but that, for all S ∈ 9D, Sα1 = Sα2 and Sβ1 = Sβ2
then, because domains or codomains differ, Nat(α1, β1) ∩Nat(α2, β2) = ∅,

while we can have, and we will often have, nat(α1, β1) ∩ nat(α2, β2) ≠ ∅.

Some 2-categories of sets with L-families of transitions as arrows

For any non-empty set L we define a 2-category denoted by Tran
L
Ð→ taking

sets as 0-cells and, for each couple of sets (U,V ), the categoryTran
L
Ð→(U,V )

being defined by

Tran
L
Ð→(U,V ) = (Tran(U,V ))L.

In other words, for a given domain U and a given codomain V , a 1-cell ϕ in

Tran
L
Ð→ is an L-family (ϕλ)λ∈L of transitions ϕλ ∶ U ↝ V . We sometimes

write ϕ ∶ U ↝↝L V or U
ϕ
↝↝LV to indicate that ϕ is such a family.

The composition of 1-cells is naturally defined by

ϕ⊙ ψ = (ϕλ)λ∈L ⊙ (ψλ)λ∈L = (ϕλ ⊙ ψλ)λ∈L,
5
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and there is a 2-cell ϕ⇒ ψ if and only if ϕ ≤ ψ, that is ϕλ ⊇ ψλ for all λ ∈ L.

Similarly, we denote by ParF
L
Ð→ the sub-2-category of Tran

L
Ð→ obtained

by keeping sets as objects and, as 1-cells, only the L-families of hyper-

deterministic transitions between them, that is L-families of partial func-

tions, and by Sets
L
Ð→ the category of sets and, as arrows, L-families of total

functions, so we have

Sets
L
Ð→ ⊆ ParF L

Ð→ ⊆ Tran L
Ð→.

As in the case when L is a singleton, we write α ∶ D ⇁ Tran
L
Ð→ to

indicate that α is a lax-functor from the discrete 2-category D to Tran
L
Ð→

and the image of a D-arrow S
d
→ T by such an α is denoted by Sα

dα

↝↝LT
α

instead of α(S)α(d)↝↝Lα(T ).
1. Open dynamics

1.1 Multi-dynamics

1.1.1 L-dynamics on a category D

Let L be a non-empty set, and D a small category. A lax-functor α ∶ D ⇁

Tran
L
Ð→ is said to be disjunctive if for all objects S ≠ T in D, we have

Sα ∩ T α = ∅.

Definition 1.1 (L-dynamics on D). A multi-dynamicα on D with L as set of

parameter values, or simply an L-dynamic on D, is a disjunctive lax-functor

α ∶D⇁ Tran
L
Ð→.

For each S ∈ 9D, the elements of the set Sα are called the states of α

of type S, and we denote by st(α) the set ⊔S∈ 9D
Sα of all states of α. The

category D is called the engine of α, its arrows (S d
→ T ) ∈ Ð→D are called

durations.

By definition of lax-functors between bicategories, an L-multi-dynamic

α associates with each duration (S d
→ T ) ∈ Ð→D an L-family of transitions

dα = (dαλ)λ∈L ∶ Sα↝↝LT α such that, for each λ ∈ L and any composable

arrows R
d
Ð→S

e
Ð→T , we have
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• (disjunctivity) S ≠ T ⇒ Sα ∩ T α = ∅,

• (lax identity) (IdS)αλ ⊆ IdSα,

• (lax composition) (e ○ d)αλ ⊆ eαλ ⊙ dαλ .

A state u ∈ Sα such that (IdS)αλ(u) = ∅ is said to be offside for the param-

eter value λ ∈ L, and it is simply said to be offside if it is offside for all

parameter values. A state that is not offside is said to be onside. If the lax-

functor α is in fact a functor D → Tran
L
Ð→, we say that the multi-dynamic

α is functorial or strict. An L-dynamic on D is said to be deterministic

(resp. hyper-deterministic) if for each duration d ∈ Ð→D and each parameter

value λ ∈ L, the transition dαλ is deterministic (resp. hyper-deterministic).

In other words, a deterministic L-dynamic on D is a disjunctive functor3

D → Sets
L
Ð→, and a hyper-deterministic L-dynamic on D is a disjunctive

lax-functor D⇁ ParF
L
Ð→.

Remark 1.2. In [10], multi-dynamics were called multi-dynamiques sous-

catégoriques — and multi-dynamiques catégoriques in the functorial case —

whereas they were called multi-dynamiques sous-fonctorielles in [13].

1.1.2 The category MonoDynD of mono-dynamics on D

In the particular case where L is a singleton {∗}, an L-dynamic is called a

mono-dynamic (or simply a dynamic) on D. Taking lax-natural transforma-

tions between mono-dynamics on D as morphisms, we obtain the category4

MonoDynD of mono-dynamics on D. These morphisms are called dy-

namorphisms, and we write δ ∶ α ↬ β to indicate that δ is a dynamorphism

from α to β. Such a dynamorphism δ ∈MonoDyn
D
(α,β) is said to be de-

terministic (resp. hyper-deterministic) iff all transitions δS are deterministic

(resp. hyper-deterministic).

Remark 1.3. Following the remark 0.2, we have to distinguish between

nat(α,β) and MonoDynD(α,β) = Nat(α,β). Nevertheless, as long as

3Obviously, an L-dynamic that is deterministic is necessarily functorial.
4In [10], mono-dynamics were called dynamiques sous-catégoriques — and dynamiques

catégoriques in the functorial case — and the category MonoDyn
D

was denoted by

DySC(D). In [13], they were called mono-dynamiques sous-fonctorielles.
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there is no ambiguity, we shall denote as usual by a same letter a lax-

natural transformation δ and the corresponding family δ = (δS)S∈ 9D
of tran-

sitions. Also note that disjunctivity of α implies that a family of transitions(δS ∶ Sα ↝ Sβ)S∈ 9D
can be seen as a single transition δ ∶ st(α) ↝ st(β)

with, for each S ∈ 9D and each u ∈ Sα, δ(u) = δS(u) ⊆ Sβ ⊆ st(β). Then, a

dynamorphism δ ∶ α↬ β is often seen as such a transition st(α)↝ st(β).
1.1.3 Clocks on D

Definition 1.4. A monodynamich on D that is deterministic is called a clock

on D. Its states are called h−instants (or simply instants).

Thus, a clock on D is nothing but a disjunctive functor D → Sets. A

pre-order relation, called anteriority and denoted by ≤h, is defined on st(h)
by

(s ≤h t)⇔ (∃e ∈Ð→D, eh(s) = t)
for all instants s and t. We define the category ClocksD of clocks on D tak-

ing deterministic dynamorphisms as morphisms between them. It is equiva-

lent to the topos of presheaves on Dop.

1.1.4 The category L −Dyn
D

of L-dynamics on D

We denote by L − Dyn
D

the category whose objects are L-dynamics on

D, and with arrows δ ∶ α ↬ β — called (D,L)-dynamorphisms — given

by the families of transitions (Sα δS
↝ Sβ)S∈ 9D

that are lax-natural from the

mono-dynamic αλ to the mono-dynamic βλ for all λ ∈ L, that is such that

∀λ ∈ L,∀(S d
→ T ) ∈ Ð→D, δT ⊙ dαλ ⊆ dβλ ⊙ δS.

Following the remark 0.2, we can formulate this by writing

L −DynD(α,β) = {(α, δ, β), δ ∈ ⋂
λ∈L

nat(αλ, βλ)}
or even, with the usual omission of domain and codomain when there is no

ambiguity, by L −Dyn
D
(α,β) = ⋂λ∈L nat(αλ, βλ).
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1.1.5 The category MultiDyn
D

of multi-dynamics on D

Let L and M be some non-empty sets, and α ∶ D ⇁ Tran
L
Ð→ and β ∶ D ⇁

Tran
M
Ð→ be multi-dynamics on D.

Definition 1.5. A D-dynamorphismα↬ β is a couple (θ, δ) with θ ∶ L→M

a map, and5 δ ∈ ⋂λ∈L natD(αλ, βθ(λ)).
Thus, to be a dynamorphism, (θ, δ) must satisfy the lax-naturality con-

dition

∀λ ∈ L,∀(S d
→ T ) ∈ Ð→D, δT ⊙ dαλ ⊆ dβθ(λ) ⊙ δS.

We then obtain the category MultiDynD taking as objects all multi-

dynamics on D, and as arrows all D-dynamorphisms between them. Natu-

rally, such a dynamorphism (θ, δ) is said to be (hyper-)deterministic if for

every object S ∈ 9D, δS is (hyper-)deterministic.

Remark 1.6. For any set L with card(L) ≥ 2, L − DynD is a non-full

subcategory of MultiDyn
D

, whereas MonoDyn
D

is a full one. We can

in particular consider dynamorphisms between mono-dynamics on D and

multi-dynamics on D. For example, if L is a non-empty set, α an L-dynamic

on D, and h a clock on the same engine, then a dynamorphism s ∶ h↬ α is

a couple s = (λ,σ) with λ ∈ L and σ = (Sh
σS
↝ Sα)S∈ 9D

such that

∀(S d
→ T ) ∈Ð→D, σT ⊙ dh ⊆ dαλ ⊙ σS,

whereas a dynamorphism τ ∶ α ↬ h is a family of transitions τ = (Sα τS
↝

Sh)S∈ 9D
such that

∀(S d
→ T ) ∈Ð→D,∀λ ∈ L, τT ⊙ dαλ ⊆ dh ⊙ τS.

1.1.6 The category MultiDyn of multi-dynamics

Let α ∶D⇁ Tran
L
Ð→ and β ∶ E⇁ Tran

M
Ð→ be multi-dynamics with possibly

different sets of parameter values and different engines.

Definition 1.7. A dynamorphism α ↬ β consists, in addition to the data of

α and β, of that of a triple (θ,∆, δ) with

5Using the notation explained in the remark 0.2.
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• θ ∶ L →M a map,

• ∆ ∶D→ E a functor,

• δ ∈ ⋂λ∈L natD(αλ, βθ(λ) ○∆).
The last condition means that the lax-naturality condition

∀λ ∈ L,∀(S d
→ T ) ∈Ð→D, δT ⊙ dαλ ⊆ (∆d)βθ(λ) ⊙ δS

has to be satisfied. The category MultiDyn of multi-dynamics is then

defined taking as objects all multi-dynamics, and as arrows all dynamor-

phisms between them. The full subcategory of MultiDyn obtained taking

mono-dynamics (resp. clocks) as objects is denoted by MonoDyn (resp.

Clocks). In general, MonoDyn
D

(resp. ClocksD) is a non-full subcate-

gory of MonoDyn (resp. Clocks).

1.2 Open dynamics: definition, realizations, quotients

1.2.1 Definition of open dynamics

Definition 1.8. An open dynamic A with engine D is the data

A = ((α ∶D⇁ Tran
L
Ð→) ρ

↬ h)
of

• a non-empty set L of parameter values,

• an L-dynamic α ∈ L −Dyn
D

,

• a clock (h ∶D→ Sets) ∈ ClocksD,

• a deterministic dynamorphism ρ ∈ MultiDyn
D
(α,h) called data-

tion.

An open dynamic with engine D is also called an open dynamic on

D. An open dynamic is said to be intemporal if its engine is the terminal

category 1. The states of α are also called the states of A, thus we set:

st(A) = st(α). If the parametric set L is a singleton, A is said to be an open

mono-dynamic or, sometimes, an opaque dynamic.
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Remark 1.9. For each λ ∈ L, we naturally denote by Aλ the open mono-

dynamic obtained by restricting parametric values to λ, that is

Aλ = ((αλ ∶D⇁ Tran) ρ

↬ (h ∶D→ Sets)) .
According to the definitions given in § 2.4.2 of [10] and § 1.2.2 of [13],

a dynamorphism from an open dynamic

A = ((α ∶D⇁ Tran
L
Ð→) ρ

↬ (h ∶D→ Sets))
to an open dynamic

B = ((β ∶ E⇁ Tran
M
Ð→) τ

↬ (k ∶ E→ Sets))
is a quadruplet (θ,∆, δ, ε) with

• (θ,∆, δ) ∈MultiDyn(α,β),
• (∆, ε) ∈MonoDyn(h,k),
• this lax synchronization condition satisfied:

∀S ∈ 9D, τ∆S
⊙ δS ⊆ εS ⊙ ρS.

We denote by ODyn the category of all open dynamics, with dynamor-

phisms as arrows.

1.2.2 Realizations of an open dynamic

Let A = ((α ∶D⇁ Tran
L
Ð→) ρ

↬ (h ∶D→ Sets)) be an open dynamic.

Definition 1.10. A realization (or a solution) of A is a hyper-deterministic

dynamorphism (s ∶ h↬ α) ∈MultiDynD(h, α) such that the lax condition

ρ⊙ s ⊆ Idh
be satisfied.

11
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In other words6, a realization of A is a couple s = (λ,σ) with λ ∈ L and

σ ∶ st(h) ⇢ st(α) a partial function defined on a subset Defσ ⊆ st(h) such

that:

1. ∀t ∈ Defσ, ρ(σ(t)) = t,
2. ∀S ∈ 9D,∀t ∈ Sh ∩Defσ, σ(t) ∈ Sα,

3. ∀(S d
→ T ) ∈Ð→D, ∀t ∈ Sh,

dh(t) ∈ Defσ ⇒ [t ∈ Defσ and σ(dh(t)) ∈ dαλ(σ(t))] .
The set of realizations of A is denoted by SA. Given s = (λ,σ) ∈ SA,

we call λ the parametric part or the incoming part of this realization, σ its

outgoing part, and we set

In(s) ∶= λ and Out(s) ∶= σ.
Outgoing parts of realizations of A is often called outgoing realizations

of A — or even simply realizations, if there is no ambiguity — and their set

is denoted by ZA. Thus, we have7

ZA = ⋃
λ∈L

ZAλ
.

A realization of A is said to be empty if its outgoing part is the empty

function st(h) ⊃ ∅ ↪ st(α). This empty function is denoted by ∅A, or

simply ∅, if there is no ambiguity. We always have ZA ∋ ∅A, and we denote

by Z∗A the set of non-empty outgoing realizations of A:

Z∗A = ZA ∖ {∅A}.
An open dynamic A is said to be efficient if the set Z∗A is non empty.

6See [13], § 1.3.1.
7For any λ ∈ L, the set of realizations of the open (mono) dynamic Aλ is simply given

by SAλ
= {λ} ×ZAλ

, so this latter set ZAλ
of outgoing parts of realizations of Aλ is often

simply called the set of its realizations.
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Realizations passing through a state.

Definition 1.11. Given an open dynamic A, we say that a realization s =(λ,σ) of A passes through a state a ∈ st(A) — or equivalently that the

outgoing part σ of s passes through a — and we write

s ⊳ a (or, equivalently ∶ σ ⊳ a)
if σ(ρ(a)) = a.

More generally, if E is a set of states of A, we write

s ⊳ E (or, equivalently ∶σ ⊳ E)
to say that σ passes through every a ∈ E. If E is a finite set E = {a1, ..., an},
we can also write

σ ⊳ a1, ..., an.
1.2.3 Parametric quotients

Let α ∶ D ⇁ Tran
L
Ð→ be a multi-dynamic with engine D and parametric set

L.

Proposition 1.12. If ∼ is an equivalence relation on L, and M = L/∼ is the

quotient set of L by ∼, then the relation

∀µ ∈M,βµ = ⋃
λ∈µ

αλ,

that is

• ∀S ∈ 9D, Sβ = Sα,

• ∀(e ∶ S → T ) ∈Ð→D,∀a ∈ Sβ, eβµ(a) = ⋃λ∈µ eαλ(a),
defines a multi-dynamic β on D with parametric set M .

Proof. For every µ ∈ L/∼, and each S ∈ 9D, we have8

(IdS)βµ = ⋃
λ∈µ

(IdS)αλ ⊆ ⋃
λ∈µ

IdSα = IdSβ ,

8Where the order relation ≤ is of course the constraint order ϕ ≤ ψ⇔ ϕ ⊇ ψ.
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that is (IdS)βµ ≥ IdSβ .

Furthermore, for each couple of composable arrows R
f
Ð→S

g
Ð→T in D,

we have (g ○ f)βµ = ⋃
λ∈µ

(g ○ f)αλ ≥ ⋃
λ∈µ

(gαλ ⊙ fαλ ),
but for each λ ∈ µ, we have fαλ ⊆ f

β
µ , and the same for g, and then

gαλ ⊙ f
α
λ ⊆ g

β
µ ⊙ f

β
µ ,

so (g ○ f)βµ ⊆ gβµ ⊙ fβµ ,
that is (g ○ f)βµ ≥ gβµ ⊙ fβµ .

Definition 1.13 (Parametric quotient of a dynamic). The multi-dynamic β ∶

D⇁ Tran
M
Ð→ defined in proposition 1.12 by

∀µ ∈M,βµ = ⋃
λ∈µ

αλ,

is called the parametric quotient of α by ∼ and is denoted by β = α/∼.
For any open dynamic

A = ((α ∶D⇁ Tran
L
Ð→) ρ

↬ (h ∶D→ Sets))
and any equivalence relation ∼ on L, we define in the same way the quotient

open dynamic B = A/ ∼ setting

B = (((α/ ∼) ∶D⇁ Tran
(L/∼)
ÐÐ→) ρ̃

↬ (h ∶D→ Sets))
where, for every b ∈ Sα/∼ = Sα, ρ̃(b) = ρ(b).
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1.3 Examples of open dynamics

Example 1.14 (Bushaw’s dynamics). In her 1965 article [1], Andrée Bas-

tiani (-Ehresmann) cited Donald W. Bushaw’s 1963 article [3] in which this

one introduced some continuous dynamical polysystems that correspond —

leaving aside topological aspects — to our deterministic open dynamics

with the group (R,+) as engine and with clock the real existential clock9

ξ = ξ(R,+) (defined by st(ξ) =R and dξ(t) = t + d for all reals t and d):

(α ∶ (R,+)→ Sets
L
Ð→) ρ↬ (ξ ∶ (R,+) → Sets)

such that the following additional condition (“non-anticipation”) be satisfied:

for all λ1, λ2 ∈ L and t0 ∈R there exists a unique λ ∈ L such that, for all states

s ∈ st(α) with τ(s) = t0, we have

• ∀d ∈R−, dαλ(s) = dαλ1(s),
• ∀d ∈R+, dαλ(s) = dαλ2(s).
Thus, with each Bushaw’s dynamical polysystem is canonically asso-

ciated a deterministic open multi-dynamic on R. Reciprocally, by choosing

convenient topological structures on the set of states and on the set of param-

eter values, some Bushaw’s dynamical polysystem(s) can be associated with

each deterministic open multi-dynamic on R endowed with the existential

clock ξ and satisfying the “non-anticipation” property.

Realizations of Bushaw’s dynamics. (R,+) being a group, every non-

empty outgoing realization of the considered deterministic open dynamic

is defined on the whole real line and, with the topological assumptions of

Bushaw’s paper, it is necessarily continuous. For its part, Bushaw doesn’t

explicitly define the realizations (solutions) of his systems. Nevertheless,

for each ϕ ∈ L, Bushaw denotes again by ϕ the map E ×R → E, where

E = st(α), defined with our notations by ϕ(e, d) = dαϕ(e). Then, for each

given state e ∈ E, the map σ ∶R ∋ t↦ ϕ(e, t−τ(e)) ∈ E constitutes the single

realization of the considered deterministic dynamic such that σ(τ(e)) = e.
It is defined on all R, and it is continuous. Thus, for each λ, there is an

9About the existential clock of a category, see [6].
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implicitly notion of realization that coincides with ours, even if some notion

of partial solution could perhaps be closer to the spirit of his work (because

of the local aspect of the parameters λ).

Example 1.15 (Φ, a deterministic intemporal mono-dynamic). An intempo-

ral dynamic is functorial if and only if it is deterministic, and in this case its

behavior cannot depend on any parameter, since the image by the dynamic

of the only duration
Ð→
0 is necessarily the identity of the set of states. For

example, we can consider the deterministic intemporal monodynamic Φ for

which the set of states is {0,1}, that is

Φ = ((φ ∶ 1→ Sets) !↬ (ξ1 ∶ 1→ Sets))
where

• st(φ) = ●φ = {0,1},
•
Ð→
0
φ
= Id{0,1},

• ξ1 is the canonical clock10 of 1, which has only one instant 0,

and φ
!↬ ξ1 is the necessarily constant dynamorphism.

Realizations of Φ. We immediately see that

SΦ = ZΦ = {∅Φ,0,1}.

Example 1.16 (Υ, a one-step deterministic cell). We set

Υ = ((υ ∶DΥ → Tran
LΥ

Ð→) !↬ (ζDΥ
∶DΥ → Sets))

where

10That is both the existential clock and the essential clock of 1. About the existential

clock and the essential clock of a category, see [6].
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• DΥ = (T0 d
→ T1) ≃ (●→ ●), the category with two objects and a single

non-trivial arrow between them, which we call the one-step category,

• ζDΥ
is the essential clock11 of DΥ, for which the set of instants asso-

ciated with each Tk is a singleton, say Tk
ζDΥ = {tk},

• ∀k ∈ {0,1}, (Tk)υ = {tk} × {0,1},
• LΥ = {0,1}{0,1},
• ∀λ ∈ LΥ, ∀k ∈ {0,1}, (Id(Tk))υλ = Id((Tk)υ) (since Υ is functorial),

• ∀λ ∈ LΥ, ∀s ∈ {0,1}, dυλ(t0, s) = (t1, λ(s)) ,

• υ
!↬ ζDΥ

is the unique possible deterministic dynamorphism here

(since there is a unique instant for each temporal type Tk ∈ 9DΥ).

Realizations of Υ. An outgoing realization of Υ can be identified with

some partial function σ ∶ {t0, t1}⇢ {0,1} such thatDefσ ∈ {∅,{t0},{t0, t1}}.
With this identification, we can write SΥ as the set of all couples (λ,σ) with

λ ∈ LΥ and σ = ∅Υ, or σ ∈ {0,1}{t0}, or σ ∈ {0,1}{t0,t1} with σ(t1) =
λ(σ(t0)). Then,

ZΥ = {∅Υ} ∪ {0,1}{t0} ∪ {0,1}{t0,t1}.

Example 1.17 (Υ∗, a one-step hyper-deterministic cell). This is a functorial

hyper-deterministic variant of the example 1.16, keeping the same engine

DΥ∗ = DΥ = (T0 d
→ T1), the same states and the same clock ζ = ζDΥ

but

including new parameter values to permit a state to ask to “exit the game”.

More precisely,

Υ∗ = ((υ∗ ∶DΥ∗ → Tran
LΥ∗
Ð→) !↬ ζ)

where

11See [6].
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• ∀k ∈ {0,1}, (Tk)υ∗ = (Tk)υ = {tk} × {0,1},
• LΥ∗ = {∗,0,1}{0,1},
• ∀λ ∈ LΥ∗ , ∀k ∈ {0,1}, (Id(Tk))υ∗λ = Id((Tk)υ∗) (because Υ∗ is functo-

rial),

• ∀λ ∈ LΥ∗ , ∀s ∈ {0,1},
if λ(s) = ∗ then dυ∗λ (t0, s) = ∅,

if λ(s) ∈ {0,1} then, like with Υ, dυ∗λ (t0, s) = {(t1, λ(s))}.
In other words, viewing dυ∗λ as a partial function, it is defined for s ∈{0,1} by :

• if λ(s) = ∗ then (t0, s) ∉ Defdυ∗
λ

,

• if λ(s) ∈ {0,1} then dυ∗λ (t0, s) = (t1, λ(s)).
Realizations of Υ∗. As in the case of Υ, we can write SΥ∗ as the set of all

couples (λ,σ)with λ ∈ LΥ∗ and σ = ∅Υ∗
, or σ ∈ {0,1}{t0}, or σ ∈ {0,1}{t0,t1}

with σ(t1) = λ(σ(t0)) (which implies that λ(σ(t0)) ≠ ∗). And we have

ZΥ∗ = ZΥ.

Example 1.18 (Γ, a hyper-deterministic intemporal lax-dynamic). This is a

hyper-deterministic variant of the example 1.15, with the same set of states

and the same clock, but depending on parameter values. Precisely, we set

Γ = ((γ ∶ 1⇁ Tran
LΓ

Ð→) !↬ (ξ1 ∶ 1→ Sets))
where

• st(γ) = ●γ = {0,1},
• LΓ = {a, b}, a set with two elements,

•
Ð→
0
γ

a = Id{0,1},
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•
Ð→
0
γ

b is defined as a transition12 by
Ð→
0
γ

b (0) = ∅ and
Ð→
0
γ

b (1) = {1},
• ξ1 is the canonical clock13 of 1 and γ

!↬ ξ1 is the constant dynamor-

phism.

Realizations of Γ. The set Z∗Γ = {0,1} of nonempty outgoing realizations

of Γ is the same as for Φ, but now we have

SΓ = {(a,∅Γ), (a,0), (a,1), (b,∅Γ), (b,1)}.

Example 1.19 (W = ו , an intemporal open dynamic with functions as states).

The open dynamic W — also denoted by the Hebrew letter ו (vav) — de-

scribed in this example 1.19 has been given in [13] and [18] together with a

dynamic denoted by H or by the Hebrew letter ה (hey) — see infra, example

1.20 — and a third one denoted by Y or י (yod) (example 1.21) to produce

the interactive family that we will describe in the example 2.14, section 2.6.

The choice of the Hebrew letter ו comes from the fact that this dynamic is

intended to (approximately and partially) model the philosophical concept

that P. M. Klein [19] named in the same letter. The dynamic W = ו is defined

by

W = ((αW ∶ 1 ⇁ Tran
LW

Ð→) !↬ (ξ1 ∶ 1→ Sets)) ,
where14

• st(W) = ●αW = C,
• LW = C,
• for all λ ∈ LW, the transition

Ð→
0
αW

λ is defined for all f ∈ st(W) by

Ð→
0
αW

λ (f) = { {f} if f♢λ,∅ in other cases,

12Equivalently,
Ð→
0

γ

b can be defined as a partial function by 0 ∉ DefÐ→
0

γ

b

and
Ð→

0
γ

b (1) = 1.

13See the example 1.15.
14For the meaning of C, see notations in the begining of the paper.
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• ξ1 is the canonical clock of 1, and αW

!↬ ξ1 is the constant dynamor-

phism,

where f♢λ stands for f∣Deff∩Defλ = λ∣Deff∩Defλ .

Realizations of W. For each λ ∈ LW = C, the empty realization ∅
Wλ
= ∅

W

is the partial function st(ξ1) = {0} ⇢ st(W) = C with an empty domain

(or, as a transition, the map 0 ↦ ∅ ⊂ C) whereas a nonempty realization of

Wλ can be identified with its value on the only instant 0 ∈ st(ξ1), this value

being itself a real function f ∈ C, possibly the empty real function ∅
R

. Then,

with this identification, we have

SW = ⋃
λ∈C

({(λ, f), f ∈ C, f♢λ} ∪ {(λ,∅
Wλ
)}) .

The set of nonempty outgoing realizations of W is then

Z∗
W
= ZW ∖ {∅W

} = C.
Note that the empty real function ∅

R
belongs to Z∗

W
.

Example 1.20 (H = ,ה a hyper-deterministic dynamic on R+). The dynamic

H — also referred to as ,ה “hey” in the Hebrew alphabet — has been intro-

duced in [13] and [18] under the name “history” to constitute an interactive

family together with Y = י (cf. infra, example 1.21) and W = ו (cf. supra,

example 1.19). It is a hyper-deterministic functorial open dynamic with en-

gine (R+,+) and with a clock h]T0,+∞[ having instants t ∈]T0,+∞[ where

T0, called the origin of times, is taken to be {−∞} ∪R. We distinguish the

origin of times T0 with the origin of histories which here will be taken to be−∞. More precisely, such a T0 ∈ {−∞} ∪R having been chosen, we set

H = ה = (((R+,+) αH

→ Tran
LH

Ð→) τH↬ h]T0,+∞[) ,
with

• st(αH) = ⋃t∈]T0,+∞[ ({t} × C1(] −∞, t[)),
20
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• st(h]T0,+∞[) =]T0,+∞[,
• LH = C∗]T0,→[ ∶= ⋃u∈]T0,+∞] C(]T0, u[),
• ∀(t, f) ∈ st(αH), τH(t, f) = t,
• ∀(t, f) ∈ st(αH), ∀d ∈R∗+,∀u ∈]T0,+∞],∀λ ∈ C(]T0, u[),

– if t + d ≤ u and if there exists a (necessarily unique) g ∈ C1(] −∞, t+d[) such that g∣]−∞,t[ = f and g∣]t,t+d[ = λ∣]t,t+d[, then we set

dαH

λ (t, f) = (t + d, g),
– in all other cases, we set dαH

λ ((t, f)) = ∅ that is, viewing dαH

λ as

a partial function: (t, f) ∉ DefdαH

λ
.

Realizations of H. It is easy to see that the outgoing part σ of a nonempty

realization (λ,σ) ∈ SH can be uniquely represented by a real function of

class C1 defined on an interval of the form ]−∞, a[ or ]−∞, a], with a > T0,

that coincides with λ on ]T0, a[. More precisely, with these representations,

we verify that we can write

SH = {(∅,∅)} ∪
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⋃
u∈]T0,+∞]

⎛
⎝ ⋃
λ∈C1(]T0,u[)

({λ} × ⋃
a∈]T0,u]

Eλ,a)⎞⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

with Eλ,+∞ = {σ ∈ C1(R), σ∣]T0,+∞[ = λ} whereas

Eλ,a = {σ ∈ C1(] −∞, a[) ∪ C1(] −∞, a]), σ∣]T0 ,a[ = λ∣]T0,a[}
when a < +∞. Thus, the set of outgoing realizations of H is

ZH = {∅} ∪ ⎛⎝ ⋃
a∈]T0,+∞]

C1(] −∞, a[)⎞⎠ ∪
⎛
⎝ ⋃
a∈]T0,+∞[

C1(] −∞, a])⎞⎠ .
For any nonempty realization σ ∈ Z∗

H
of H, we call the restriction σ∣]−∞,T0]

the mythical part of σ.
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Example 1.21 (Y = ,י a non-deterministic functorial mono-dynamic). Intro-

duced in [13] and [18] as a “future” dynamic together with W (cf. supra,

example 1.19) and H (example 1.20), the dynamic that we designate by Y or

י (yod) and call a “lipschitzian source”, is defined by

Y = ((αY ∶ (R+,+)→ Tran) τY↬ ξR+) ,
where

• ξR+ is the existential clock associated with the monoı̈d (R+,+), that is

such that st(ξR+) = R+ and dξR+(t) = t + d for all instants t ∈ R+ and

all durations d ∈R+,

• the set of states is st(αY) =R+ ×R,

• for all states (t, a) ∈ st(αY),
τY(t, a) = t,
and for all d ∈R+, dαY(t, a) = {t + d} × [a − d, a + d].

Realizations of Y. It is immediate to see that a realization σ ∈ ZY =SY is

a partial function R+ ⇢ R+ ×R defined on an interval D of the form [0, a]
or [0, a[ that can be identified with a metric map15 σ ∶ D →R:

ZY ≃ ⋃
a∈R+∪{+∞}

Lip1([0, a[) ∪ ⋃
a∈R+

Lip1([0, a])
where Lip1(D) = {σ ∶D →R, σ is ametricmap}.
1.4 Some relations with Bastiani (-Ehresmann)’s control systems

In her article [1], published in 1967, Andrée Bastiani (-Ehresmann) consid-

ered some control systems — called systèmes guidables in French — which,

leaving aside topological aspects, seem to be quite close to some of our open

systems which we have developed, as indicated in the introduction to this

paper, with a view to proposing a theory of interactivity, from a first categor-

ical generalization of some “closed” dynamical systems — namely mono-

dynamics on monoids (see section 1.1.2) — a generalization itself prompted

15That is a Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant 1.
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by an oral remark by Mme Ehresmann. To lay the foundations for a further

exploration of the possible connections between these two notions, we re-

formulated in our own language Bastiani (-Ehresmann)’s definitions, which

was originally given in the language and notations introduced by Charles

Ehresmann in his book Catégories et Structures [15] and which have been

more recently rapidly mentioned again by Mme Ehresmann in two lectures

[16, 17], with more current notations. Leaving aside, as announced, topolog-

ical aspects, it then turns out that the definition of a control system given by

Mme Ehresmann is equivalent to considering the data (F, q) of a disjunctive

functor G
F
→ ParF and of a functor G

q
→H, with G and H some categories

which we will assume to be small. Intuitively, the objects of H can be seen as

instants, and its arrows as durations whereas the objects of G can be seen as

“parameterized instants” and its arrows as “parameterized durations”. With

the functor F is then defined a set E ∶= ⊔g∈ 9G
F (g) whose elements we shall

see as “parameterized states”, and a partial action of G on E given for all

γ ∈
Ð→
G and all e ∈ DefF (γ) ⊆ F (dom(γ)) ⊆ E by γ.e ∶= F (γ)(e). A solu-

tion on a subcategory S ⊆ H of the control system (F, q) then consists in a

couple ( 9S
ϕ
→ E,S

ψ
→ G) where ψ ∶ S→G is a functor and ϕ is a map that

associates with each instant t ∈ 9S a parameterized state ϕ(t) ∈ E, such that

we have 9q ○ p ○ϕ = Id 9S
, q ○ψ = IdÐ→

S
and, for all h ∈

Ð→
S , ψ(h).ϕ(t1) = ϕ(t2)

where t1 = dom(h) and t2 = cod(h).
An interpretation of these definitions in relation with ours is given by the

following association with each functorial hyper-deterministic open dynamic

A = ((α ∶D→ ParF
L
Ð→) ρ↬ (h ∶D→ Sets))

of a Bastiani (-Ehresmann)’s control system

GS(A) = (G F
→ ParF,G

q
→H),

namely the one given by

• 9H ∶= st(h),
•
Ð→
H ∶= {(t1, d, t2) ∈ 9H×Ð→D× 9H, dh(t1) = t2}, with obvious source, target

and composition,
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• G ∶= L ×H (where L is seen as a discrete category),

• q ∶G→H is the projection on H, that is the forgetting of the parameter:

q ((λ, t1) (λ,t1,d,t2)Ð→ (λ, t2)) ∶= (t1 (t1,d,t2)Ð→ t2) ,
• for all (λ, t) ∈ 9G, F (λ, t) ∶= {λ} × ρ−1(t) ⊂ L × st(α),
• for all ((λ, t1) (λ,t1,d,t2)Ð→ (λ, t2)) ∈Ð→G and all s ∈ ρ−1(t1),

- if s ∈ Defdα
λ

then F (λ, t1, d, t2)(λ, s) ∶= (λ, dαλ(s)),
- else (λ, s) ∉ DefF (λ,t1,d,t2).

It is then straightforward to verify that every realization (λ,σ) ∈ SA

gives a solution (ϕ,ψ) of the control system GS(A) over the full subcate-

gory S ⊆H defined by 9S = Defσ, namely the couple (ϕ,ψ) given by ϕ(t) =
(λ,σ(t)) ∈ E = ⊔g∈ 9G

F (g) for every t ∈ 9S and ψ(t1, d, t2) = (λ, t1, d, t2) ∈Ð→G
for every (t1, d, t2) ∈Ð→S .

The association A ↦ GS(A) gives us a first idea of the possible rela-

tionships between our open systems and Mme Ehresmann’s control systems,

each with their own limitations. Let us make a few comments on this. First,

not that GS is not injective (up to isomorphism) since, for example

• the open dynamicA = ((ξ ∶ (R+,+) → Sets) Id↬ (ξ ∶ (R+,+) → Sets)),
where st(ξ) =R+ and, for every d ∈R+ and every t ∈R+, dξ(t) = t+d,

• and the open dynamicB = ((ζ ∶ (R+,≤)→ Sets) Id↬ (ζ ∶ (R+,≤)→ Sets)),
where for every t ∈ R+ we have tξ = {t} and, for every d = (t1 ≤ t2) ∈
ÐÐÐÐ→(R+,≤), we have dζ(t1) = t2,

are not isomorphic, but GS(A) and GS(B) are essentially the same control

systems, the important difference between the categories (R+,+) and (R+,≤) being lost in translation.

In addition, while our open dynamics are not necessarily determinis-

tic whereas Mme Ehresmann’s control systems could be said to be hyper-

deterministic, the formulation we obtained of a control system as a couple
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(G F
→ ParF,G

q
→H) suggests a non-deterministic generalization, given by

couples of the form (G F
→ Trans,G

q
→ H). As we said in our introduc-

tion, the necessity to use lax-functors instead of functors in our own theory

came from our treatment of interactivity (cf. theorem 3.1). If a theory of

interacting “control systems” would be developed, it could lead as well to

consider lax-functorial non-deterministic systems given by couples of the

form (G F
⇁ Trans,G

q
→H) which could be the subject of further research.

On the other side, GS isn’t surjective either. In particular, note that the

design of control systems gives to their “parametrical” aspects — which are

implied both in the category G of “parameterized instants” and in the set E

of “parameterized states” — a local nature, as opposed to the parameters of

our open dynamics, which are on the contrary global in nature, and this can

be viewed as an advantage of control systems.

Finally, according to our definition of the realizations of an open dy-

namic, note that even in the case when a control system G is of the form

GS(A) with A an open dynamic in the sense of our theory, a solution of G

that is defined over a subcategory S ⊆H that does not satisfy the property

∀(t1, d, t2) ∈Ð→H, t2 ∈ 9S⇒ (t1, d, t2) ∈Ð→S
cannot be obtained from a realization of A : thanks to a greater partial-

ity, Bastiani (-Ehresmann)’s control systems have more solutions16 than our

open dynamics, and this can be seen as another advantage of control systems.

Of course, it would be easy to broaden in turn our definition of realizations

of open dynamics to include more partiality, but the real difficulties will then

arise in interacting with other dynamics: how can a complex system work

when some of its components are removed or added ? This type of ques-

tion, linked to the philosophical problem known as the “Ship of Theseus”,

seems to us to be at the core of Andrée Ehresmann’s research work, but in

its current state our own theory does not yet allow us to address it correctly

since our collective global dynamics need all their components to be “si-

multaneously”17 active to obtain a realization defined at the corresponding

instant.

16At least as they are defined in [1] since this notion of partial solutions does not appear

at all in [16] and [17].
17For some synchronization.
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2. Interactive families

The main purpose of this section is to give the definition of interactive fam-

ilies, namely interacting families of open dynamics. For this, we firstly give

some reminders about binary relations, multiple relations and multiple bi-

nary relations (§ 2.1), then we give the definitions of an interaction request

and of an interaction relation between some open dynamics (§ 2.2) and the

definition of a synchronization between these dynamics (§ 2.3). An interac-

tion request (or an interaction relation) and a synchronization then define an

interaction in the family of open dynamics under consideration, and such an

interaction — together with a third element, called privacy or social mode

— leads in turn to the definition of an interactive family (§ 2.4). In § 2.5,

we associate four connectivity structures with any given interactive family,

in particular the realization connectivity structure of the interaction rela-

tion, which is the most important and which we simply call the connectivity

structure of the considered interactive family. Finally, in § 2.6, we give some

examples of interactive families.

2.1 Binary, multiple and multiple binary relations

2.1.1 Binary relations

Given E and E′ two sets, a binary relation B from E to E′ is defined by its

domainE = dom(B), its codomainE′ = cod(B) and its graph ∣B∣ ⊂ E×E′.
According to the introduction of the paper, we also consider such a binary

relation as a (not necessarily deterministic) transition E ↝ E′, that is a map

E → P(E′), setting for any e ∈ E

B(e) = {e′ ∈ E′, (e, e′) ∈ ∣B∣}.
Then the image of B is defined by

Im(B) = ⋃
e∈E

B(e) ⊂ E′,
the converse binary relation, denoted as B−1 or B⊺, is defined by its graph

∣B⊺∣ ∶= ∣B∣⊺ = {(e, e′)⊺, (e, e′) ∈ ∣B∣} where (e, e′)⊺ ∶= (e′, e)
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or, equivalently, by

∀e′ ∈ E′,B⊺(e′) = {e ∈ E,B(e) ∋ e′},
and the domain of definition of B is given by

DefB = {e ∈ E,B(e) ≠ ∅} = Im(B⊺).
The set of binary relations from E to E′ is denoted by BR(E,E′), and the

class of all binary relations is denoted by BR.

2.1.2 Multiple relations

In this section and the next, we recall the definitions we gave in [12] and [11]

about multiple relations and multiple binary relations18. Given E = (Ei)i∈I a

family of sets indexed by a set I , the product∏i∈I Ei is also denoted as ΠIE
or ΠE .

Definition 2.1. A multiple relation R is the data R = (I,E , ∣R∣) of

• a set I = ar(R), called the index set or the arity of R,

• an I-family of sets E = (Ei)i∈I called the context of R,

• a subset ∣R∣ ⊆ ΠIE , called the graph of R.

The class of all multiple relations with a given index set I — which are

also called I-relations — is denoted by MRI . Given a context E = (Ei)i∈I
on I , the set of multiple relations with context E is denoted as MRE . For

example, if 2 denotes the set {0,1}, the class MR2 can be seen as the class

BR of all binary relations between sets and, given (E0,E1) a couple of sets,

we have MR(E0,E1) =BR(E0,E1).

If R and S are multiple relations in a context E , we’ll denote by R ∩ S
their intersection, that is the multiple relation in the same context such that∣R∩S∣ = ∣R∣∩ ∣S∣, and we define an order (MRE ,⊆) by putting R ⊆ S when

R = R ∩ S. If J ⊆ I , we put E∣J = (Ej)j∈J , ΠJE = Π(E∣J) = ∏j∈J Ej and

we designate by 0J the minimum element of (MRE∣J ,⊆), that is the empty

J-relation 0J = (J,E∣J ,∅), and by 1J its maximum element, that is the plain

18Or, as well: binary multiple relations.
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J-relation 1J = (J,E∣J ,ΠJE). Note that in the case where J = ∅, we have

0∅ ≠ 1∅, since the graph of 1∅ is a singleton Π∅E = {●}, whereas ∣0J ∣ = ∅. If

R ∈MRE∣J , we also denote by R∣K the restriction of R on K ⊆ J , that is the

K-relation defined by R∣K ∶= (K,E∣K , ∣R∣∣K), where ∣R∣∣K = {y∣K , y ∈ ∣R∣}
or, equivalently, ∣R∣∣K = {x ∈ ΠKE ,∃y ∈ ∣R∣,∀k ∈ K,xk = yk}. Finally, we

denote by MR⊆E the set of multiple relations inside the context E , that is

the set of all multiple relations R = (J,E∣J , ∣R∣) with J ⊆ I and ∣R∣ ⊆ ΠJE .

In other words MR⊆E = ⋃J⊆IMRE∣J ⊂ ⋃J⊆IMRJ . The set MR⊆E can be

endowed with a “gluing operator” ⊗ defined19 for a J1-relation R1 and a J2-

relation R2 as the (J1 ∪ J2)-relation R1 ⊗R2 containing all “glued” families

x1 + x2 with some compatible xn ∈ ∣Rn∣, that is such that x1 and x2 have the

same restrictions on J1 ∩ J2. In other words, for every x ∈ ΠJ1∪J2E , we have

x ∈ ∣R1 ⊗ R2∣ if and only if x∣J1 ∈ ∣R1∣ and x∣J2 ∈ ∣R2∣. Note also that the

relation 1 = 1∅ is neutral for this operator, giving (MR⊆E ,⊗,1) a structure

of a commutative monoı̈d, whereas 0I is an annihilating element.

Remark 2.2. The intersection of two multiple relations in a given context

is nothing but a peculiar case of the gluing operator ⊗ applied to relations

inside a same context and having a same arity.

2.1.3 Multiple binary relations

Definition 2.3. A multiple binary relation Q is the data (I,W ,M, ∣Q∣) of

• a set I = ar(Q), called the index set or the arity of Q,

• an I-family of setsW = (Wi)i∈I called the incoming context of Q,

• an I-family of setsM = (Mi)i∈I called the outgoing context of Q,

• a subset ∣Q∣ ⊆ ΠIE called the graph of Q, where E = (Ei)i∈I is given

by Ei =Wi ×Mi for all i ∈ I and is called the product context of Q.

The class of all multiple binary relations with a given index set I —

which are also called I-multiple binary relations or I-binary relations —

is denoted by MBRI . The set of all multiple binary relations with given

19See [12], section § 1.5.1, where it was denoted by ⋈.
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incoming context W = (Wi)i∈I and outgoing context M = (Mi)i∈I is de-

noted by MBR(W ,M) and, as in the case of multiple relations, we’ll de-

note MBR⊆(W ,M) the set of multiple binary relations inside the context(W ,M), that is the set of all multiple relations R = (J,W∣J ,M∣J , ∣R∣) with

J ⊆ I , and ∣R∣ ⊆ ΠJE = ∏j∈J (Wj ×Mj). A gluing operator ⊗ is defined

on MBR⊆(W ,M) exactly in the same way that for MR⊆E : if, for n ∈ {1,2},
we have Rn = (Jn,W∣Jn,M∣Jn , ∣Rn∣), then R1 ⊗R2 designates the multiple

binary relation R with arity J = J1 ∪ J2, with context (W∣J ,M∣J) and with

graph ∣R∣ = {y ∈ ΠJE ,∀n ∈ {1,2}, y∣Jn ∈ ∣Rn∣}. When R1 and R2 have the

same arity, R1 ⊗ R2 can be simply denoted by R1 ∩ R2, and we obtain an

order on MBR(W∣J ,M∣J) by putting R1 ⊆ R2 iff R1 ∩R2 = R1.

2.1.4 Type conversions between MBRI , MR2I , MRI and BR

With any Q = (I,W ,M, ∣Q∣) ∈MBRI , we associate the I-multiple relation

mr(Q) ∶= (I,E , ∣Q∣)∣ where E = (Wi ×Mi)i∈I . Note that the gluing operator

⊗ defined on MBR⊆(W ,M) can then be defined from the operator ⊗ defined

on MR⊆E by the fact that, for R1 and R2 belonging to MBR⊆(W ,M), we

have mr(R1 ⊗ R2) = mr(R1) ⊗mr(R2). Of course, if R1 and R2 have

the same arity, we also have mr(R1 ∩R2) = mr(R1) ∩mr(R2). With each

Q ∈MBRI , we also associate the binary relation20 br(Q) ∶ ΠIW ↝ ΠIM
that has graph ∣br(Q)∣ given by ∣Q∣ after an obvious re-indexing. Note that

the applications mr ∶ MBRI → MRI and br ∶ MBRI → BR so defined

are injective on non-empty relations21. In particular, we will often define the

graph ∣Q∣ of a multiple binary relation Q ∈ MBR(W ,M) by giving, for all

w ∈ ΠIW , the set br(Q)(w) ⊂ ΠIM.

Note also that, applying notations for binary relations, we have:

Im(br(Q)) = ⋃
w∈ΠI(W)

br(Q)(w) ⊂ ΠIM,

∀µ ∈ ΠIM, br(Q)⊺(µ) = {w ∈ ΠI(W), br(Q)(w) ∋ µ},
and

Defbr(Q) = {w ∈ ΠI(W), br(Q)(w) ≠ ∅} = Im(br(Q)⊺).
20Recall that we often see binary relations as (not necessarily deterministic) transitions.
21Because if ∣Q∣ ≠ ∅, then ΠIW ×ΠIM≠ ∅ and, in this case, this product characterizes

all sets Wi and Mi.
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Moreover, by putting 2I = I0 ∪ I1 where, for k ∈ {0,1}, Ik = I × {k}, we

define canonical reciprocal bijections

mr2 ∶MBRI ↔MR2I ∶mbr

in a trivial way: for any Q = (I,W ,M, ∣Q∣) ∈MBRI , whereW = (Wi)i∈I
and M = (Mi)i∈I , we set mr2(Q) = (2I,D, ∣̃Q∣) where D = (Dj)j∈I0∪I1
with, for each i ∈ I , D(i,0) =Wi and D(i,1) =Mi, and ∣̃Q∣ is the image of ∣Q∣
given by the canonical bijection ΠI(Wi ×Mi)→ Π2ID.

2.2 Interaction relations in a family of open dynamics

From now on, I denotes a non-empty set and A = (Ai)i∈I an I-family of

open dynamics Ai = ((αi ∶Di ⇁ Tran
Li
Ð→) ρi

↬ (hi ∶Di → Sets)). For each

i ∈ I , the set ZAi
of outgoing realizations of Ai is simply denoted by Zi

— thus Z∗i denotes the set of nonempty realizations of Ai — and, for any

λ ∈ Li, the set of (outgoing) realizations of the open mono-dynamic (Ai)λ is

denoted by Zi,λ instead of Z(Ai)λ . We also put Z ∶= (Zi)i∈I , Z∗ ∶= (Z∗i )i∈I ,
L ∶= (Li)i∈I and E ∶= (Ei)i∈I where, for each i ∈ I , Ei ∶= Zi × Li. The

elements q of ΠIE ⋍ ΠIZ ×ΠIL are often denoted as in the following form:

q = ( λi
σi
)
i∈I

(1)

with, for all i ∈ I , σi ∈ Zi and λi ∈ Li. The coefficients of q is sometimes

designated for all i ∈ I by qi ∶= σi and qi ∶= λi. With these notations, such a

q ∈ ΠIE is said to be coherent (for the family A) if, for all i ∈ I , qi ∈ Zi,qi .

More generally, a set C ⊂ ΠIE is said to be coherent if all its elements

are coherent, and a multiple binary relation Q ∈ MBR(Z,L) is said to be

coherent if its graph ∣Q∣ is also coherent. The multiple binary relation whose

graph is the maximal coherent one is denoted ΩA. Then a multiple binary

relation Q ∈MBR(Z,L) is coherent if Q ⊆ ΩA, that is if ∣Q∣ ⊆ ∣ΩA∣. Remark

that ∣ΩA∣ = (ΠISi)⊺ ∶= {q ∈ ΠIE ,q
⊺ ∈ ΠISi},

where q⊺ ∶= ( σi
λi
)
i∈I

∈ ∏i∈I(Li × Zi). With every multiple binary relation

Q ∈ MBR(Z,L) we associate its coherent part qQ ∶= Q ∩ ΩA, that is the
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multiple binary relation such that ∣ qQ∣ = ∣Q∣ ∩ ∣ΩA∣.
In the following, multiple binary relationsQ ∈MBR(Z,L) are also called

interaction requests for the family A = (Ai)i∈I . Such a request Q is said to

be

• normal if Defbr(Q) ⊇ ΠIZ
∗,

• admissible if qQ ≠ ∅,

• functional if br(Q) is a (partial) function ΠIZ ⇢ ΠIL, that is if for

every (σi)i∈I ∈ ΠIZ one has

card(br(Q)((σi)i∈I)) ≤ 1,
• strongly functional if for every i ∈ I and for every (σj)j∈I∖{i} ∈ Πj≠iZj ,

one has

card({λi ∈ Li,∃q ∈ ∣Q∣, (∀j ≠ i,qj = σj)and qi = λi}) ≤ 1.
We’ll denote by MBR

#

(Z,L)
the set of admissible interaction requests.

Definition 2.4. [Interaction relations] An interaction relation for A is a co-

herent interaction request for A.

The set of interaction relations for the family A of open dynamics is

denoted by IRA. Note that

mr((IRA)⊺) =MR(Si)i∈I .

Given R ∈ IRA an interaction relation for A, we say that

• R is normal if there exists a normal interaction requestQ ∈MBR(Z,L)

such that qQ = R,

• R is efficient if Defbr(R) ⫋ ΠIZ ,

• R is functional (resp. strongly functional) if it is so as a request.
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Example 2.5. For the inclusion order, ΩA is the greatest interaction relations

for A. It is normal but not efficient. Indeed, we have ΩA = }QM , where

QM designates the greatest interaction request in the context given by A,

that is such that ∣QM ∣ = ΠIE , and QM is a normal interaction request since

Defbr(Q) = ΠIZ . ΩA is not efficient since Defbr(ΩA) = ΠIZ (because for

all σi ∈ Zi, there exists λi ∈ Li such that σi ∈ Zi,λi). Note also that, in

general, ΩA is not functional. We could say that the graph ∣ΩA∣ is too large to

define an efficient interaction relation: interacting is restricting possibilities

so, roughly speaking, the smaller is the graph of an interaction relation, the

stronger is this interaction.

Example 2.6. Let I = {1,2} and A1 = A2 = A with A the open functorial

non-deterministic mono-dynamic defined byA = ((α ∶ (N,+)→ Tran) ρ↬ h)
with st(α) = ●α ∶=N ×R, st(h) =N and for all (n, r) ∈ st(α),

• ρ(n, r) = n,

• ∀d ∈N∗, dα(n, r) = {n + d} ×R.

The set ZA of (outgoing) realizations of A can be seen as the set of finite

or infinite sequences σ = (sn)n∈Nσ
of reals, with Nσ an initial segment of

N, and we have Z1 = Z2 = ZA. The set of parameter values of the mono-

dynamic A is a singleton, thus we can write L1 = L2 = {∗}. Let’s now

consider the interaction relation R given by the graph

∣R∣ = {( ∗ ∗
σ σ

) , σ ∈ Z} .
Then R is obviously a non-normal, functional efficient interaction relation.

The lack of normality means that relations between outgoing realizations

of the two dynamics Z1 and Z2 are not founded on parameter values, but

are directly established. Seeing parameter values as data that dynamics can

receive from others, we could say that such a non-normal interaction relation

is a “paranormal” relation.

2.3 Synchronizations

Recall that I denotes a non-empty set and A = (Ai)i∈I an I-family of open

dynamics Ai = ((αi ∶Di ⇁ Tran
Li
Ð→) ρi↬ (hi ∶Di → Sets)).
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Let’s begin with the notion of a synchronization of an open dynamic by

another, denoting 1 and 0 their index in the family A.

Definition 2.7. A synchronization of A1 by A0 is the data (∆, δ) of

• a map ∆ ∶ 9D0 → 9D1 defined on the objects of D0,

• a map δ ∶ st(h0)→ st(h1) compatible with ∆ in the meaning that

∀S ∈ 9D0,∀s ∈ Sh0, δ(s) ∈ (∆S)h1 ,

and such that δ is monotonic, which means that δ is

• either increasing: ∀(s0, t0) ∈ st(h0)2, s0 ≤h0
t0 ⇒ δ(s0) ≤h1

δ(t0),
• or decreasing: ∀(s0, t0) ∈ st(h0)2, s0 ≤h0

t0 ⇒ δ(t0) ≤h1
δ(s0),

where ≤hi
denotes the pre-order on hi-instants22.

We write (∆, δ) ∶ h0 ↱ h1 to indicate that (∆, δ) is a synchronization of

h1 by h0. Such a synchronization is said to be rigid if (∆, δ) is a (necessarily

deterministic) dynamorphism h0 ↬ h1. Otherwise, it is called flexible23.

Definition 2.8. A synchronization of the family A with conductor i0 ∈ I is a

family of synchronizations ((∆i, δi) ∶ hi0 ↱ hi)i∈I , with (∆i0 , δi0) = Idhi0
.

Remark 2.9. More complex synchronization systems could be usefully con-

sidered, which we will not do in this paper.

2.4 Interactive families

We can now define an interactive family 24 as a family of open dynamics

endowed with an interaction request (for example an interaction relation),

a family of synchronizations between some of these dynamics and a third

element, called privacy or social mode, which is an equivalence relation on

the families of parametric values. More precisely:

22See section 1.1.3.
23In [11] and [10], only rigid synchronizations had been considered, while the much more

general idea of flexible synchronizations appeared in [13].
24 In [10], we used the expression ”dynamical families”, but this one presents a risk

of confusion with the notion of ”families of dynamics”, and we finally prefer to use the

expression “interactive families”.
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Definition 2.10. We call interactive family the data(I,A,R, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I ,∼) of

• a non-empty set I ,

• an I-family A = (Ai)i∈I of open dynamics, say

Ai = (ρi ∶ (αi ∶Di ⇁ Tran
Li
Ð→)↬ hi),

• an interaction (R, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I) for A, that is

an admissible interaction request R ∈MBR
#

(Z,L)
for A,

an element i0 ∈ I ,

a synchronization ((∆i, δi) ∶ hi0 ↱ hi)i∈I of A with conductor i0,

• an equivalence relation ∼ on the set ΠIL =∏i∈I Li, called the intimacy

or the social mode of the interactive family.

Remark 2.11. We’ll see in section 3.7 the role of the intimacy of an interac-

tive family.

An interactive family with componentsA and its interaction (R, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I)
are said to be normal, efficient or functional if it is the case for the interaction

relation qR, respectively.

Let F = (I,A,R, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I ,∼) and G = (I,A,Q, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I ,∽)
be two interactive families defined on a same family A = (Ai)i∈I of open

dynamics and sharing a same synchronization ((∆i, δi)i∈I . If qQ = qR, the two

interactions Q and R are said to be strongly equivalent. If, in addition, the

restriction of the equivalence relation ∼∣M on the set M = Im(br( qR)) ⊂ ΠIL

is equal to the restriction ∽∣M , then the two interactive families F and G are

said to be strongly equivalent.

2.5 Connectivity structures of an interactive family

Even if we do not discuss in this article the notion of connective dynamics25,

it should be noted that we have developed the theory of open dynamics and

25See [7] and [8].
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their interactions as an extension of our research on connectivity spaces26.

This perspective also explains that, regarding topological aspects, we empha-

size the connectivity point of view27. In the present paper we limit ourselves

regarding these types of matters to defining a main connectivity structure of

an interactive family and three other connectivity structures, based on its in-

teraction request. At this stage, we do not include in these definitions any

considerations about synchronizations.

We begin with some very brief reminders about connectivity spaces and

structures and about the connectivity structure of a multiple relation. A

connectivity space28 X is a pair (∣X ∣, κ(X)) where ∣X ∣ is a set called the

carrier of X and K = κ(X) ⊆ P(∣X ∣) is called the connectivity struc-

ture of X and is such that for every I ∈ P(K) we have the implication

⋂K∈IK ≠ ∅⇒ ⋃K∈IK ∈ K. Every element K ∈ K is said to be a connected

subset of ∣X ∣, or is simply said to be connected (to itself). When ∣X ∣ is non-

empty, the empty subset is always connected, because it is the union of the

empty family, whose intersection is then non-empty. A connectivity space is

said to be finite when its carrier is a finite set and it said to be integral if ev-

ery singleton subset is connected. The morphisms between two connectivity

spaces are the functions which transform connected subsets into connected

subsets.

Given some context E = (Ei)i∈I , the connectivity space of a multiple

relation R = (J,E∣J , ∣R∣) ∈ MR⊆E has been defined in [12] as the space

having J as carrier and having as connectivity structure the set KR ⊆ P(J)
of subsets K of J that are non-splittable for R, that is such that there does

not exist a partition K =K1 ⊔K2 with R∣K = R∣K1
⊗R∣K2

.

The notion of connectivity structure of a multiple relation naturally ex-

tends to the case of a multiple binary relation: given some context (W ,M)
for a given index set I , the connectivity space of a multiple binary relation

R = (J,W∣J ,M∣J , ∣R∣) ∈ MBR⊆(W ,M) is the connectivity space having J

as carrier and having as connected subsets K ⊆ J the ones that are non-

splittable for R, that is such that there does not exist a partitionK =K1⊔K2

with R∣K = R∣K1
⊗R∣K2

. In other words, the connectivity structure of a mul-

tiple binary relation R ∈ MBR⊆(W ,M) is the one of the multiple relation

26See [9].
27For the relation between connectivity and topology, see in particular [4].
28See [2], [5] and [6].
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mr(R) ∈MR⊆E .

For example, given a family A = (Ai)i∈I of open dynamics, the con-

nectivity structure of the interaction Ω = ΩA is the discrete integral one29,

because the coherence property is local, that could be written Ω =⊗i∈I Ω∣{i}.

Given R ∈ MBR(Z,L) an interaction request for a family A = (Ai)i∈I
of open dynamics — that is30 : ∣R∣ ⊆ ΠIE = ΠI(Zi × Li) with Zi the set

of outgoing realizations of Ai and Li the set of its parameter values — we

denote by R the I-multiple relation with context Z obtained by projection

(i.e. restriction) of R on ΠIZ , that is

∣R∣ = {(σi)i∈I ∈ ΠZ ,∃(λi)i∈I ∈ ΠL,( λiσi )
i∈I

∈ ∣R∣}.
In the same way, qR denotes the projection of qR on ΠIZ , where we remind

that qR = R ∩ ΩA denotes the coherent part of R. Then, we obtain four

connectivity structures on I naturally associated with the interaction R, that

is :

• KR, the connectivity structure of R ∈MBR(Z,L),

• K qR, the connectivity structure of qR ∈MBR(Z,L),

• KR, the connectivity structure of R ∈MRZ ,

• K qR
the connectivity structure of qR ∈MRZ .

Proposition 2.12. For any interaction request R ∈ MBR(Z,L) for a given

familyA = (Ai)i∈I of open dynamics, we have KR ⊆ KR and K qR
⊆ K qR

⊆ KR.

Moreover, if R is a normal request, KR is the discrete integral connectivity

structure31, so in this case, we have

KR ⊆ K qR ⊆ K qR ⊆ KR.

29 That is the structure for which the only connected parts of I are the singletons {i} and

the empty set, see [6].
30Using notations of section 2.2.
31See footnote 29.
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Proof. Let K ∈ KR. Suppose K ∉ KR: then there is a partition K =K1 ⊔K2

such that R∣K = R∣K1
⊗R∣K2

. Then

∣R∣K ∣ = {(σk)k∈K ∈ ΠKZ ,∃(λk)k∈K ∈ ΠKL,∀n ∈ {1,2},( λkσk )
k∈Kn

∈ ∣R∣Kn
∣} ,

so ∣R∣K ∣ = ∣R∣K1
⊗R∣K2

∣ that is absurd. Thus K ∈ KR, so KR ⊆ KR. The same

reasoning applied to qR proves that K qR
⊆ K qR

.

Now, let’s prove that K qR
⊆ KR: let K ∈ K qR

, and suppose K ∉ KR. Then,

as previously, there is a partition K =K1 ⊔K2 such that R∣K = R∣K1
⊗R∣K2

.

By putting Ω = ΩA, we thus have qR∣K = R∣K ∩ Ω∣K = (R∣K1
⊗ R∣K2

) ∩(Ω∣K1
⊗ Ω∣K2

). But ∩ is nothing but ⊗ in the case of a same arity so, by

associativity and commutativity, we have qR∣K = (R∣K1
∩Ω∣K1

)⊗(R∣K2
∩Ω∣K2

)
= qR∣K1

⊗ qR∣K2
, which is absurd, because we assumed that K ∈ K qR

.

Finally, if R is a normal request, then ∣R∣ = Defbr(R) = ΠIZ , so its

connectivity structure is the discrete integral one, that is finer than the others.

Definition 2.13. Given an interactive family F = (I,A,R, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I ,∼)
we call KF ∶= K qR the manifest connectivity structure of F (or simply the

connectivity structure of F ), and K qR
the plain connectivity structure of F .

2.6 Examples of interactive families

Example 2.14 (The WHY = יהו family). As a first example of an interactive

family, let us recall the WHY family, also denoted by ,יהו that we have intro-

duced in [13] and that we have also described in [18], on the occasion of our

work with philosopher Pierre Michel Klein concerning his philosophical the-

ory of time, Metachronology [19]. As its name suggests, this family involves

the open dynamicsY = ,י H = ה and W = ו (cf. supra examples 1.21, 1.20 and

1.19). More precisely, it is defined by WHY = (I,A,Q, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I ,∼)
with

• I = {1,2,3},
• A = (Ai)i∈I where A1 = Y, A2 = H with the origin of times being

taken equal to T0 = 0 for simplicity, and A3 =W,
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• the graph of the interaction request Q for A contains all the families

( λ1 = ∗ λ2 ∈ LH λ3 ∈ LW = C
σ1 ∈ Z

∗
Y

σ2 ∈ Z
∗
H

σ3 ∈ Z
∗
W
= C )

such that λ3 = σ2 and λ2 is the restriction of σ1 to the interior of its

domain of definition Defσ1 ,

• the conductor is given by i0 = 2,

• ∆1 = IdR+ and δ1 ∶ st(hH) =]0,+∞[ ↪ [0,+∞[= st(hY), the inclu-

sion map,

• ∆3 = (R+ !
→ 1) and δ3 ∶ st(hH) !

→ {●} = st(hW), which is necessarily

constant,

• the social mode ∼ (that was not included in our previous definitions

of an interactive family) is taken equal to the maximal equivalence

relation on ΠL = {∗} ×LH ×LW, i.e µ ∼ ν for all µ and ν in ΠL.

Note that the interaction request Q is normal, and that the manifest con-

nectivity structure KWHY = K qQ
is the indiscrete one, that is KWHY = P(I).

Example 2.15 (A borromean family). Our second example of an interactive

family is F = (I,A,Q, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I ,∼) with

• I = {1,2,3},
• A = (Ai)i∈I with, for each i ∈ I , Ai = Υ, the open dynamic given in

the example 1.16,

• the graph of the interaction request Q for A contains all the families

( λ1 λ2 λ3
σ1 σ2 σ3

) ∈ (ZΥ ×LΥ)3
that satisfy {i ∈ I, λi(0) = 1} ≠ ∅,

• the conductor is given by i0 = 1,

• δi = Id{t0,t1} (and ∆i = Id{T0,T1}) for every i ∈ I ,
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• the intimacy (social mode) ∼ is defined on L3
Υ by

(λ1, λ2, λ3) ∼ (µ1, µ2, µ3)⇔ λ1(0) = µ1(0).
Note that we can write

∣Q∣ = {( λ1 λ2 λ3
σ1 σ2 σ3

) ∈ (ZΥ ×LΥ)3,{λ1, λ2, λ3} ∩ {ϕ10, ϕ11} ≠ ∅} ,
where ϕkl denotes the map {0,1}→ {0,1} such that ϕkl(0) = k and ϕkl(1) =
l, so that we have LΥ = {ϕ00, ϕ01, ϕ10, ϕ11}.

The interaction request Q is obviously normal, and it is easy to see

that the manifest connectivity structure KF = K qQ
and the plain connec-

tivity structure K qQ are both the integral borromean one32, that is KF =

P(I) ∖ {{1,2},{2,3},{1,3}}.
3. Global dynamics

In this section, we associate with any interactive family some global dynam-

ics, i.e. some open dynamics produced by the family in question in order

to incorporate in a certain way the different dynamics composing the fam-

ily. The difference between these global dynamics lies in the choice of the

social mode applied : if it is the social mode belonging to the family itself,

we obtain the one we’ll call the global dynamic demanded by the consid-

ered interactive family. But other choices of a social mode can be made,

starting with the trivial equivalence relation (equality) which leads to what

we call the transparent global dynamic, on which other global dynamics are

modelled. Among other possibilities, we also define the responsible global

dynamic and the J-global dynamic — which results from the choice of the

set J of indices for which the parameter values can be determined from the

outside — and we finally introduce the most “closed” global dynamic (i. e. a

mono-dynamic that cannot be influenced (normally) by some other dynam-

ics), which we call the opaque global dynamic generated by the family.

32Cf. [6].
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3.1 The lax-functorial stability theorem

Theorem 3.1 (Lax-functorial Stability Theorem). LetF = (I,A,R, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I)
be an interactive family, with A = (Ai)i∈I and, for each i ∈ I

Ai = (ρi ∶ (αi ∶Di ⇁ Tran
Li
Ð→)↬ hi),

and let E = Di0 and M = Im(br( qR)). Then we obtain an M-dynamic β ∶
E⇁ Tran

M
Ð→ by putting for every S ∈ 9E

Sβ = {(ai)i∈I ∈∏
i∈I

(∆iS)αi ,∀i ∈ I, ρi(ai) = δi(ρi0(ai0))},
and, for every (d ∶ S → T ) ∈ Ð→E , a = (ai)i∈I ∈ Sβ and µ ∈ M , by defining

d
β
µ(a) as the set of the b = (bi)i∈I ∈ T β such that

∃(σi)i∈I ∈ br( qR)−1(µ),∀i ∈ I, σi▷ ai, bi (2)

and

ρi0(bi0) = dhi0(ρi0(ai0)). (3)

Proof. First, we have M ≠ ∅, because R is an admissible request so P = qR

and M = Im(br(P )) are not empty. Then, following the section § 1.1.1,

we have to check that β is a disjunctive lax-functor, i.e. that these three

conditions are satisfied:

1. (Disjunctivity) ∀(S,T ) ∈ 9E2, S ≠ T ⇒ Sβ ∩ T β = ∅,

2. (Lax identity) ∀S ∈ 9E,∀µ ∈M, (IdS)βµ ⊆ IdSβ ,

3. (Lax composition) for every (S d
→T

e
→U) in E and every µ ∈M ,

(e ○ d)βµ ⊆ eβµ ⊙ dβµ.
1. Disjunctivity. Suppose S ≠ T but Sβ ∩ T β ≠ ∅, then we would have

an element (ai)i∈I ∈ Sβ ∩ T β and — as ∆i0 = IdDi0
and αi0 is disjunctive —

we would have ai0 ∈ S
αi0 ∩ T αi0 = ∅ , that is absurd.
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2. Lax identity. Let S ∈ 9E and µ ∈M . We want to check that (IdS)βµ ⊆
IdSβ . In other words, we want to check that if Sβ ≠ ∅ and a = (ai)i∈I ∈ Sβ
then (IdS)βµ(a) ⊆ {a}, that is (IdS)βµ(a) = ∅ or (IdS)βµ(a) = {a}. But if(IdS)βµ(a) is not empty and a′ = (a′i)i∈I is an element of it, then for every

i ∈ I , there is an outgoing realization σi ∈ Zi such that σi ⊳ ai, a
′
i and then —

using σi ⊳ a
′
i, the definition of Sβ, the condition (3) and σi ⊳ ai — we have

a′i = σi(ρi(a′i)) = σi(δi(ρi0(a′i0))) = σi(δi(ρi0(ai0))) = σi(ρi(ai)) = ai.
Thus a′ = a, and we have proved that (IdS)βµ ⊆ IdSβ .

3. Lax composition. We have to check that given any (S d
→T

e
→U) in E,

any µ ∈M and any state a = (ai)i∈I ∈ Sβ, we have (e○d)βµ(a) ⊆ (eβµ⊙dβµ)(a).
In other words, supposing (e ○ d)βµ(a) not empty and taking any c = (ci)i∈I ∈(e ○ d)βµ(a) ⊆ Uβ , we have to prove the existence of a state b ∈ dβµ(a) ⊆ T β
such that c ∈ eβµ(b).

To express such a state b = (bi)i∈I , let us set t0 ∶= ρi0(ai0) ∈ Shi0 , t1 ∶=
dhi0(t0) ∈ T hi0 , and t2 ∶= ehi0(t1) ∈ Uhi0 . Note that by the definition of(e ○ d)βµ(a) we also have t2 = ρi0(ci0) and that there exists a family (σi)i∈I ∈
br( qR)−1(µ) of outgoing realizations such that σi ⊳ ai, ci for every i ∈ I .

Given (σi)i∈I such a family, it suffices now to prove that each σi is defined

for the instant δi(t1), and that bi ∶= σi(δi(t1)) is a suitable choice. Note

first that since σi0 ⊳ ci0 , we have ρi0(ci0) ∈ Defσi0 , that is t2 ∈ Defσi0 . But

t1 ≤hi0
t2, so, according to the properties of realizations (see section § 1.2.2),

δi0(t1) = t1 ∈ Defσi0 .

Let us now consider the case of an i ≠ i0. By definition of a synchro-

nization, the map δi is either increasing or decreasing. If it is increasing,

then δi(t1) ≤hi
δi(t2), but ci = σi(ρi(ci)) = σi(δi(t2)), so δi(t1) ∈ Defσi .

If δi is decreasing, then δi(t1) ≤hi
δi(t0), but ai = σi(ρi(ai)) = σi(δi(t0)),

so δi(t0) ∈ Defσi and thus we have again δi(t1) ∈ Defσi . Now, let’s put

bi = σi(δi(t1)) for every i ∈ I . Then b ∈ dβµ(a), since

• for every i ∈ I , t1 ∈ T
hi0 ⇒ δi(t1) ∈ (∆iT )hi , and then bi = σi(δi(t1)) ∈(∆iT )αi ,

• by definition of a realization ρi0(bi0) = ρi0(σi0(t1)) = t1 and, for every

i ∈ I , ρi(bi) = ρi(σi(δi(t1))) = δi(t1) = δi(ρi0(bi0)),
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• by construction, we have σi ⊳ ai, bi for every i ∈ I .

But we also have c ∈ eβµ(b), since

• c ∈ Uβ ,

• ρi0(ci0) = t2 = (e ○ d)hi0(t0) = ehi0 (t1) = ehi0 (ρi0(bi0)),
• and for all i ∈ I , σi ⊳ bi, ci,

and this concludes the proof.

3.2 The transparent global dynamic

Thanks to the theorem 3.1, it is immediate to check that the definition below

is consistent.

Definition 3.2. Using the same notations than above, the transparent global

dynamic associated with an interactive family F is the open dynamics de-

noted [F]1 defined by

[F]1 = ((β ∶ E⇁ Tran
M
Ð→) τ↬ (k ∶ E→ Sets))

where β and thus, in particular, M and E, are the one associated with F by

the theorem 3.1, the clock k is given by k = hi0 and the datation τ ∶ st(β)→
st(k) is defined by

∀S ∈ 9E,∀a = (ai)i∈I ∈ Sβ, τ(a) = ρi0(ai0).
3.3 The demanded global dynamic

The parametric set M of the transparent global dynamic [F]1 associated

with an interactive family F is generally “too big” in the sense that very of-

ten some parts of the parametric values are not intended to be externally con-

trolled and should instead be determined by the realizations of the dynamics

that compose the interactive family itself. The social mode (or intimacy) ∼

of F — which does not play a role in the definition of the transparent global

dynamic — is precisely used to “reduce” the parametric set, thanks to the
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notion of the parametric quotient of an open dynamic by an equivalence re-

lation on the set of parametric values (see definition 1.13). The response of

the new global dynamic thus obtained is the same for two distinct parametric

values, as long as they are equivalent: it is up to it to take into account, or

not, the requests made to it from outside, by constructing its response on all

the possibilities given to it by the different equivalent parametric values of a

same equivalence class.

Definition 3.3. Using the same notations than above, and denoting again

∼ the restriction of the intimacy ∼ of F to the subset M = Im(br( qR)) ⊆
ΠIL, the global dynamic demanded by F — also called the demanded global

dynamic of F — is defined as the open dynamic denoted [F]∼ given by[F]∼ = [F]1/∼.
3.4 The responsible global dynamic

In this section, we associate with any interactive request an intimacy called

“responsible intimacy” that intuitively allows the interactive family to choose

the parametric values of each dynamic at stake when these values are sus-

ceptible to be determined by the realizations of the other dynamics of the

family. More precisely, using the same notations as previously, if Q desig-

nates a (not necessarily coherent) admissible interaction request for a family

A = (Ai)i∈I of open dynamics, we define the responsible intimacy ≍Q for

Q as the equivalence relation on ΠIL setting, for any ((µi)i∈I , (λi)i∈I) ∈(ΠIL)2, (µi)i∈I ≍Q (λi)i∈I iff we have, for all i ∈ I: (µi = λi or µi ∈ Ni ∋ λi),

where Ni ⊆ Li is defined as the set

Ni ∶= {l ∈ Li,∀(p,q) ∈ ∣Q∣2, (pi = l and∀k ≠ i,pk = qk)⇒ qi = l} .
The responsible global dynamic [F]≍Q generated by an interactive fam-

ilyF = (I,A,Q, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I ,∼) is then defined as the demanded global dy-

namic of the interactive family (I,A,Q, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I ,≍Q). Note that [F]≍Q
does not depend on the social mode ∼ demanded byF itself, and that two dif-

ferent interaction requests Q and R can result in two different social modes

≍Q and ≍R even if qQ = qR.
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3.5 The J-global dynamic

Let F = (I,A,Q, i0, (∆i, δi)i∈I ,∼) be an interactive family as previously,

and let J ⊆ I a subset whose elements j ∈ J intuitively represent the indices

such that the corresponding dynamics Aj could be influenced from outside

the global dynamic we want to define. To achieve this, we can use a similar

construction to the one we described for the responsible global dynamic, but

taking for each i ∈ I the set Ni given by: Ni = ∅ if i ∈ J and Ni = Li if

i ∉ J . In this way, we get a global dynamics [F]∼J that we’ll call the J-

global dynamic associated with F . When J = I , we obtain the transparent

global dynamic [F]1 = [F]∼I associated with F .

3.6 The opaque global dynamic

The transparent global dynamic [F]1 is the “most open” of the global dy-

namics associated with an interactive family (so much so that it is gener-

ally “too open”). At the other end, the opaque global dynamic is the most

“closed” of them, since its parametric set is reduced to a singleton. It is

obtained by making the quotient of [F]1 by the maximum equivalence rela-

tionship on M , for which M is the only equivalence class. Denoting again

M this equivalence relation, we thus have:

Definition 3.4. The opaque global dynamic associated with F is the open

mono-dynamic denoted [F]0 defined by [F]0 = [F]1/M.

In other words, the opaque global dynamic generated byF is its∅-global

dynamic: [F]0 = [F]∼∅. The following proposition immediately follows

from the definitions:

Proposition 3.5. If the interaction request of an interactive family is strongly

functional, then its responsible global dynamic is the opaque one.

Remark 3.6. With a strongly functional interaction request, the responsible

global dynamic (which in this case is the opaque one) generated by a family

can be non-deterministic even if all the dynamics at stake are determinis-

tic (for example if the request is that each dynamic has a similar behavior

than another, then each one can be entirely determined by the others without

the responsible global dynamic being deterministic). This shows a certain

instability of determinism.
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3.7 Examples of global dynamics

The examples in this section are the global dynamics associated with the

interactive families proposed as examples in the section § 2.6.

Example 3.7 (The global dynamic of the WHY family). Like in the example

1.19, given two (partial) functions a and b on R, we use the notation a♢b to

say that a∣Defa∩Defb = b∣Defa∩Defb . Then one checks that the interactive family

WHY of the example 2.14 generates as global dynamic the opaque global

dynamic S = [WHY]∼ given by

S = ((αS ∶DS ⇁ Tran) τ↬ hS)
where

• DS =DH = (R+,+),
• hS = hH, so st(hS) =]0,+∞[ and for all t ∈]0,+∞[ and all d ∈R+, we

have dhS(t) = t + d,

• st(S) = {(t, r, f,w) ∈R∗+ ×R × C1 × C,Deff =] −∞, t[},
• ∀(t, r, f,w) ∈ st(S), τ(t, r, f,w) = t,

and such that a state (t, r, f,w) ∈ st(S) is onside iff r = f(t−) ∶= lims→t− f(s),
f∣[0,t[ ∈ Lip1([0, t[) and f♢w, and that in this case the set dαS(t, r, f,w) is

given for any duration d ∈R+ as the set of all states (t + d, q, g,w) such that

• g∣]−∞,t[ = f ,

• q = g((t + d)−),
• g∣[0,t+d[ ∈ Lip1([0, t + d[),
• g♢w.

Example 3.8 (The global dynamic of a borromean family). One checks that

the borromean interactive family considered in the example 2.15 results in a

functorial global dynamics isomorphic (in ODyn) to the one given by
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U = ((u ∶DΥ → Tran
MU

Ð→) !↬ (ζDΥ
∶DΥ → Sets))

where we recall that DΥ is one-step category (T0 d
→ T1) and ζDΥ

is its es-

sential clock with instants Tk
ζDΥ = {tk} (cf. example 1.16), and with

• ∀k ∈ {0,1}, (Tk)u = {tk} × {0,1}3,
• MU = {0,1},
• ∀µ ∈MU, ∀k ∈ {0,1}, (Id(Tk))uµ = Id((Tk)u) (since u is functorial),

• for µ ∈ MU and (a, b, c) ∈ {0,1}3, duµ(t0;a, b, c) is the set of all states

of the form (t1;a′, b′, c′) ∈ (T1)u such that

if (µ = 0 and a = 0 and (b, c) ≠ (0,0)) then a′ = 0,

if (µ = 0 and (a, b, c) = (0,0,0)) then (a′ = 0 and (b′ = 1 or c′ = 1)),

if (µ = 0 and (a, b, c) = (1,0,0)) then (b′ = 1 or c′ = 1),

if (µ = 1 and a = 0) then a′ = 1,

• u
!↬ ζDΥ

is the unique possible deterministic dynamorphism, for

which the date of (tk;a, b, c) is tk.

Conclusion

This article presents the basics of our theory of interacting open dynamics,

but various important questions are not addressed at all. In particular, while

we have presented the connectivity structures of interactions, a subsequent

article will have to take up the theme of the connectivity structures of the

dynamics themselves (theme that we had addressed in [7] and [8] in the case

of mono-dynamics), in order to clarify the relationships between the con-

nectivity structures of the dynamics of an interactive family, the connectivity

structure of the interaction and the connectivity structure of the global dy-

namic generated by such a family.

In addition, the study of the relationships between our theory and Andrée

Ehresmann’s suggests addressing some ideas that are currently absent from
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our theory, in particular the question of how an interactive family can con-

tinue to produce a global dynamic when certain dynamics of this family

cease to function, or when new dynamics enter the dance. More gener-

ally, we hope to address the question of self-organization, which is currently

largely absent from our theory. On the other hand, as we have seen, the study

of the relationships between the two theories suggests a non-deterministic

extension of Andrée Ehresmann’s guidable systems, which should be stud-

ied. Furthermore, it would be interesting to clarify the relation with other

“compositional theories” such as David Spivak’s dynamical theory.
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